
14th Street & Semmes Avenue
Richmond, VA 23224

An entire city block available as a unique redevelopment opportunity 
located in the heart of Manchester. This 2.77 acre campus is zoned B-6 and 
is close to interstates and the central business district.
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Investment Highlights
This premier site is zoned Mixed-Use and can accommodate multi-story structures in addition to one level of 
parking.  This unique opportunity includes the entire city block which allows for one additional story above the 
typical zoning right.The Site is proximate to the CBD and all of the primary private and government employers as 
well as to tourism and lifestyle amenities of both downtown Richmond and Manchester.  This is a prime location for 
a lifestyle, mixed-use development that captures the views of the river and downtown while providing an easy and 
short commute by means of  multiple, nearby access points. Public transportation services the site and a bike lane 
on the Lee Bridge allows for alternate commuting options. 

The allowed density and ease of constructing structured parking on the site allow the developer to maximize the 
site economics and provide for a rational phasing plan.  
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Executive Summary
Jones Lang LaSalle, as exclusive advisor, is pleased 
to offer the opportunity to acquire the 14th Street 
city block (the “Site”) located on Semmes Avenue in 
the Manchester District of Richmond, Virginia.    The 
site presents an opportunity to participate in the 
revitalization in one of Richmond’s fastest growing 
neighborhoods through a true urban mixed-use plan.  

The site is priced attractively at $3.2 million for the 
entire 2.77 acre property.

Manchester Revitalization
Just south of Downtown Richmond and directly across 
the James River is Manchester. A product of Richmond’s 
old-line economy, this turn-of-the-century warehouse 
district has been most active in terms of development 
that has completely, and continues to, transform 
this neighborhood. With over 1,482 apartment units 
developed between 2010 and 2014, and an additional 
1,200 units slated to be delivered over the next two 
years, this population boom has also created an influx 
of creative office space, retail space, and live-work 
studios. Catering to both young professionals that 
commute to the CBD and artists that invest cultural 
capital in the area, Manchester is quickly becoming an 
energized hub for creativity and  revitalization.   

Recent development projects include Manchester 
Terraces, a 144-unit multifamily development that 

is currently the newest and tallest structure in the 
neighborhood. The joint venture between Purcell 
Construction and Miller and Associates is set to deliver 
this summer. 

MGT’s Reynold’s South  project is slated to be the 
largest and highest-density development in the area 
with over 263 residential units as well as a 250,000 
square-foot office tower. This site was the runner up 
to Stone Brewery’s  decision to build their east coast 
brewery and distribution hub in Richmond. Ultimately 
the San Diego-based beer giant selected a city-owned 
parcel directly across the river.

Greater demand for creative-office environments 
has led companies like Tumblr to Richmond. 
Developments such as Plant Zero, Dutch Roof Building, 
and the Corrugated Box Building have been eyed by 
architectural firms, law firms, and other tech companies 
searching for alternatives to traditional office space. 

Envisioned as a premier in-town mixed-use community 
that builds on a combination of new development and 
the unique historic character of the neighborhood, 
developers have blended residential, commercial, office 
and institutional uses to create an urban village on the 
James River where the community can live, work, shop 
and entertain. Development will continue to capitalize 
on the area’s proximity to Downtown and the James 
River.

The property is situated in the heart of Richmond’s Manchester District and is adjacent to SunTrust’s Riverview 
Center, and UPS Overnight Transportation. The site is also located near 1200 Semmes, the Link Apartments and 
the new Reynolds South Redevelopment. Manchester is linked by three bridges and is less than one mile to 
the corporate heart of Downtown Richmond and three universities.  The Site is highlighted by its accessibility 
with proximity to Richmond’s key transportation routes in I-95, I-64, and I-195.

Subject Site Size 2.77 acres
Subject Site Zone B-6 (Mixed-Use)
Proximity to VCU 1.4 miles

Site Summary
1 Mile 3 Miles 5 Miles

Population 8,729 116,380 245,399
HH Income $32,500 $ 32,281 $ 38,161

Demographics
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